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Abstract
Many optimization problems in engineering and science require solutions that are globally optimal. These optimization
problems are characterized by the nonconvexity of the feasible domain or the objective function and may involve continuous
and=or discrete variables. In this paper we highlight some recent results and discuss current research trends on deterministic
and stochastic global optimization and global continuous approaches to discrete optimization. c© 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Our time is witnessing the rapid growth of a new eld, global optimization. Many new theoret-
ical, algorithmic, and computational contributions of global optimization have been used to solve
many problems in science and engineering. Global optimization problems abound in the mathemat-
ical modeling of real-world systems for a very broad spectrum of applications. Such applications
include nance, allocation and location problems, operations research, statistics, structural optimiza-
tion, engineering design, network and transportation problems, chip design and database problems,
nuclear and mechanical design, chemical engineering design and control, and molecular biology.
Discrete optimization problems form a special class of global optimization problems. For apparently
historical reasons there is an articial separation of continuous and discrete optimization problems.
From our point of view, the major dierence between optimization problems is based on the presence
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or absence of convexity. Since in most optimization problems convexity of the objective function
or the feasible domain is not easily recognizable, we may assume that the problem is nonconvex.
Traditional approaches of nonlinear programming have been very successful in computing stationary
points and locally optimal solutions. Since multi-extremal problems may have an exponential number
of local minima, traditional nonlinear programming approaches are inadequate.
In this paper we focus on some recent developments and research trends in global optimization.
It is inevitable that much of the material is related to the work of the authors. The rst part of the
paper covers material regarding deterministic approaches to global optimization with focus on d.c.
and monotonic optimization, as well as continuous approaches to discrete optimization problems. The
second part discusses stochastic approaches and metaheuristics. Some specic examples are discussed
to illustrate the richness of the new techniques. For a more extensive set of references, we refer the
reader to Pardalos et al. [18].
2. Deterministic approaches
Deterministic approaches are those which exploit analytical properties of the problem to generate a
deterministic sequence of points (nitely or innitely) converging to a global optimal solution. Two
analytical properties: convexity and monotonicity, have been most successfully exploited, giving rise
to two important research trends: d.c. optimization (dealing with problems described by means of
dierences of convex functions or sets) and monotonic optimization (dealing with problems described
by means of functions monotonically increasing or decreasing along rays). Among these problems
a subclass constituted by quadratic and polynomial programs has in the last few years attracted a
growing level of attention due to many practical applications. We devote a section on the topic of
continuous approaches to discrete problems, showing a number of such approaches that show a lot
of promise. Finally, we discuss general continuous optimization problems, i.e., problems with very
little information available on their mathematical structure. These have always formed the biggest
challenges to global optimizers.
2.1. D.C. optimization
It is common knowledge that when both the objective function and the constraint set are convex,
the problem can be solved by ecient algorithms. Diculties arise only when the objective function
or the constraint set fails to be convex. Fortunately, however, in most nonconvex problems of interest,
convexity is present in some limited or \opposite" sense. Specically, a wide variety of optimization
problems encountered in practice can be cast in the form
min f0(x)  f0;1(x)− f0;2(x)
s:t fi(x)  fi;1(x)− fi;2(x)60 (i = 1; : : : ; m);
x 2 X Rn;
(1)
where X is a compact convex set and fi;1(x); fi;2(x); (i=0; 1; : : : ; m), are convex functions. A function
representable as a dierence of two convex functions is called a d.c. function, so a problem of form
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(1) is referred to as d.c. optimization problem, or a d.c. program for short. The following properties
explain why most optimization problems can be described as d.c. programs:
1. any twice continuously dierentiable function (in particular any polynomial) is d.c. on any com-
pact convex set in Rn;
2. any closed set S Rn can be represented as the solution set of a d.c. inequality: S = fx 2 Rn j
gS(x)− kxk260g where gS(x) is a continuous convex function on Rn;
3. if f1(x); : : : ; fm(x) are d.c. then the functions
P
i ifi(x) (i 2 R); maxi; :::;mfi(x) and mini=1; :::;mfi(x)
are also d.c.
Using these properties, it can be proven that, in principle, every continuous optimization problem
can be reduced to a d.c. program with a linear objective function and no more than one convex and
one reverse convex constraint (for details, see [10]).
A typical, and in fact one of the most intensely studied problems of global optimization, is the
linearly constrained concave minimization problem (sometimes referred to as the concave program-
ming problem under linear constraints), which seeks to globally minimize a concave function c(x)
over a polyhedron DRn:
minfc(x) j x 2 Dg; D = fx 2 Rn jAx6bg: (2)
Despite the relative simplicity of its formulation, this problem has a surprisingly diverse range of
direct and indirect applications. Over more than three decades since it was rst studied, many ideas
and methods proposed for solving it have been rened and extended to more general d.c. optimization
problems. Furthermore, many d.c. optimization methods use concave minimization algorithms as
subroutines. For a review of concave minimization methods and d.c. optimization methods up to
1994 we refer the interested reader to Horst and Pardalos [9].
The most important property of a concave function is that its minimum over a polytope is achieved
at a vertex (extreme point). Based on this property, one can nd the minimum of a concave function
c(x) over a compact convex set D by inductively constructing a nested sequence of polytopes
P1P2   D such that Pk+1 is obtain from Pk by imposing just an additional linear constraint,
chosen so as to ensure that
minfc(x) j x 2 Pkg % minfc(x) j x 2 Dg:
Starting from P1 with a readily available vertex set V1, one can then derive Vk for all k=2; 3; : : : by
an ecient procedure (see, e.g., [11]), hence compute xk 2 argminfc(x) j x 2 Vkg=argminfc(x) j x 2
Pkg and obtain the global optimal solution x as any accumulation point of the sequence x1; x2; : : : .
Although conceptually very simple, this outer approximation method has been used successfully in
a number of applications including problems of design centering and continuous location. Originally
devised for convex programs, it was extended to concave programs, then to reverse convex and d.c.
programs (see [9]) as well as monotonic optimization problems.
A major diculty of nonlinear programming methods is that using these methods one may get
trapped at a local minimizer, or even a stationary point. Therefore, a fundamental issue in global
optimization is to transcend local optimality, or more generally to transcend the incumbent, i.e.,
given a feasible solution x (the best feasible solution available), to check whether x is globally
optimal, and if it is not, to compute a better feasible solution. It turned out that for any d.c.
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optimization problem, transcending the incumbent reduces to solving a subproblem of the form
(DC) x Find any x 2 D n C or else prove that DC; (3)
where C;D are convex sets and C, or D, depends on x. Therefore, if a method is available for
solving (DC) x, then the global optimization problem can be solved according to a two phase scheme
as follows.
Phase 0: Let z0 be an initial feasible solution. Set k = 0.
Phase 1: (Local phase) Starting from zk and using any suitable, relatively inexpensive, local method
search for a feasible point xk at least as good as zk .
Phase 2: (Global phase) Solve (DC)xk . If the global optimality of xk (with the given tolerance)
is established, stop. If a feasible point z is obtained such that f(z)<f(xk), then set
zk+1  z, increment k and return to Phase 1.
This approach provides a unied view on global optimization algorithms. Furthermore, since all
kinds of local, heuristics or stochastic searches can be used in Phase 1, this approach allows a prac-
tical combination of deterministic global methods with other search methods to enhance eciency.
It should be noted that in several cases, the conversion of a problem to the d.c. form allows a
substantial simplication of its computational analysis. For example, in its standard formulation the
classical Weber’s problem with p facilities and N users in location theory involves up to p(N +2)
variables together with a complicated objective function, while the d.c. formulation uses only 2p
variables and a much simpler objective function, which allows a very ecient solution method. In
other circumstances, however, direct methods may be more convenient for exploiting a particular
mathematical structure, such as the network or the multilevel ones (see [6,9]).
As in combinatorial optimization, the most popular methods in global optimization use branch and
bound principles. Specically, to solve problem (1), the space is partitioned into polyhedral subsets
(called partition sets) which may be simplices (simplicial partition), (hyper)rectangles (rectangular
partition), or cones (conical partition). For every partition set M a lower bound (M) is estimated
for the minimum of the objective function f(x) over the feasible points in M , i.e., for
fM  minff0(x) jfi(x)60 (i = 1; : : : ; m); x 2 M \ X g: (4)
Then, on the basis of the information currently available, some partition sets M are discarded from
further consideration as nonpromising, while the most promising partition set (usually the one with
smallest (M)) is selected and further partitioned. This gives rise to a more rened partition of the
space, and the process is repeated. To compute a lower bound (M) for (4) a common method is
to relax (4) to a convex problem
minf’M0 (x) j’Mi (x)60 (i = 1; : : : ; m); x 2 M \ X g; (5)
where ’Mi (x) is a suitably chosen convex minorant (underestimator) of fi(x) on M (for i=0; 1; : : : ; m),
i.e., ’Mi (x) is convex on M and ’
M
i (x)6fi(x) for all x 2 M . For instance, if M is an n-simplex then
a convex minorant of fi(x)=fi;1(x)−fi;2(x) on M is given by the function ’Mi (x)=fi;1(x)− ‘Mi (x)
where ‘Mi (x) denotes the ane function that agrees with fi;2(x) at every vertex v of M .
In many cases, conical subdivision is more convenient than simplicial or rectangular subdivisions.
In conical algorithms (which date back to the middle 1960s) the space is partitioned into cones with
a common vertex x0 and having each exactly n edges. If the objective function f0(x) is concave and
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x is the current incumbent, while (x − x0)61 is the halfspace containing x0 and bounded by the
hyperplane passing through the n intersection points of the edges of M with the surface f0(x)=f0( x),
then, obviously, f0(x)>f0( x) for every x 2 M satisfying (x−x0)61, so the halfspace (x−x0)61
cuts o a region of M no longer of interest for us. (This halfspace is often referred to as a concavity
cut at x0:) Therefore, a lower bound of f0(x) over the feasible points in M can be computed by
considering only the feasible portion in M \ fx j(x − x0)>1g (see [11,20]).
Various methods of estimating lower bounds have been proposed in the literature, each trying
to exploit the specic structure of the problem under study. Aside form convex relaxation, most
bounding methods use Lagrange relaxation, dualization, cutting and range reduction techniques.
While for discrete optimization branch and bound algorithms are always nite, for global opti-
mization they converge only under certain consistency conditions between branching and bounding.
Furthermore, the convergence speed may depend upon the branching rule, more precisely upon the
way a partition set is further partitioned.
It should also be noted that the computational burden of a branch and bound process usually
increases exponentially with the dimension of the space in which branching is performed. Therefore,
for the eciency of a branch and bound procedure, it is important to have branching performed
in a space of lowest possible dimension. For example, if a problem becomes convex when certain
variables xi (i=1; : : : ; p), with p<n, are xed (these are called complicating variables), one should
try to branch upon xi (i = 1; : : : ; p) and not upon all x1; : : : ; xn.
2.2. Monotonic optimization
Monotonicity with respect to some variables (partial monotonicity) or to all variables (total mono-
tonicity) is a natural property exhibited by many problems encountered in mathematical modeling
of real-world systems in a broad range of economic, engineering and other activities. To provide
a tool for the numerical study of these problems a number of \monotonicity principles" have been
formulated whose usefulness has been demonstrated in quite a few papers on optimal design (see
[17]). Of particular interest are the cases when monotonicity is coupled with convexity or reverse
convexity, as it happens in multiplicative programming [9], C-programming, and, more generally,
in so-called low-rank nonconvex problems [13], i.e., roughly speaking, problems with relatively few
\complicating variables". During the last decade, parametric methods and other duality-based decom-
position approaches have been developed that can now solve these problems rather fast, provided
the number of complicating variables is reasonably small.
The most dicult monotonic optimization problems are those in which the monotonic structure
does not involve any partial convexity or reverse convexity. These are problems of the form
minff(x) j g(x)616h(x); x 2 Rn+g; (6)
where every function involved is only supposed to be increasing, i.e., monotonely nondecreasing on
every ray in the nonnegative orthant (so f(x), say, is increasing if f(x0)>f(x) whenever 06x6x0).
Under some additional assumptions, by considering abstract convexity, certain special cases of this
problem can be tackled by a so-called generalized outer approximation strategy. However, the most
important advantage oered by the \pure" monotonic structure is that it provides global information
which can be used to simplify the problem by limiting the global search to a much restricted region
of the feasible domain. In fact, as the objective function in (6) is increasing, once a feasible point z
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is known one can ignore the whole orthant z+Rn+ because no better feasible solution can be found
in this set. Analogously, as the function g(x) (h(x), respectively) is increasing, once a point z is
known to be infeasible to the constraint g(x)61 (h(x)>1, respectively), the whole orthant z + Rn+
(the whole rectangle 06x6z, respectively) can be discarded from further consideration. Based on
these observations, ecient methods of outer approximation or branch and bound type can be devised
for handling monotonicity.
A set G is said to be normal if it is of the form G=
S
z2Z [0; z] (union of a collection of boxes [0; z],
z 2 Z), which is the case if there exists an increasing function g(x) such that G=fx 2 Rn+ j g(x)61g.
If Z is nite, the normal set is called a polyblock. Just as a compact convex set is the intersection
of a nested sequence of polytopes, a compact normal set is the intersection of a nested sequence
of polyblocks. Using this fact, a characterization of the structure of the solution set of a monotonic
system can be established which allows ecient numerical analysis of monotonic inequalities and
monotonic optimization problems. More importantly, this polyblock approximation method can be
extended to solve optimization problems involving dierences of increasing functions (d.i. functions),
i.e., problems of form (1), where all the functions fi;1; fi;2 are increasing. Since any polynomial of
n variables can be written as a dierence of two polynomials with positive coecients, i.e., a
dierence of two increasing functions on Rn+, it follows from Weierstrass Theorem that the set of
d.i. functions on [0; b]=fx 2 Rn j 06x6bg is dense in C[0; b]. Therefore, the range of applicability of
d.i. optimization includes polynomial programming (in particular nonconvex quadratic programming)
as well as many other classes of global and combinatorial optimization problems.
2.3. Quadratic and polynomial programming
A quadratic program is a problem (1) in which all the functions fi(x) (i=0; 1; : : : ; m) are quadratic,
i.e.,
fi(x) = 12x
TQix + xTci + di: (7)
The importance of quadratic programs stems from several facts.
1. Quadratic functions are the simplest smooth functions whose derivatives are readily available and
easy to manipulate.
2. Any twice dierentiable function can be approximated by a quadratic function in the neighborhood
of a given point, so in a sense quadratic models are the most natural.
3. Numerous applications in economics, engineering, and other elds lead to quadratic nonconvex op-
timization problems. Furthermore, many combinatorial problems can be reformulated as quadratic
programs because any set of 0{1 constraints like xi 2 f0; 1g (i=1; : : : ; p) is equivalent to the set
of quadratic constraints
Pp
i=1 xi(xi − 1)>0, 06xi61 (i = 1; : : : ; p) (see Section 2.4.1).
A few nonconvex quadratic programs can be solved by quite ecient algorithms. Among these,
the most noticeable are problems with a low nonconvexity rank, including multiplicative programs
[9], and also problems with at most one local nonglobal optimal solution, such as the problem
of minimizing an indenite quadratic function over an ellipsoid. Aside from these few exceptions,
nonconvex quadratic programs are, as a rule, very hard problems for which the most suitable approach
seems to be branch and bound. As we argued, a basic issue in branch and bound methods is to
compute a lower bound of fM (see (4)) for any given partition set M . This is usually achieved
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through a relaxation of the subproblem (4). Since a quadratic function fi(x) can be written as an
explicit d.c. function fi(x) = gi(x)− rikxk2 where ri is the spectral radius of its dening matrix Qi,
a convex minorant of fi(x) over a rectangle M = [p; q] is
’Mi (x) = fi(x) + rikxk2 − ri
nX
j=1
(xj − pj)(xj − qj): (8)
A convex relaxation of (4) is thus obtained by substituting ’Mi (x) for fi(x) (i=0; 1; : : : ; m). Alterna-
tively, if ri is not readily available, one can observe that xTQix=
P
j; k Q
i
j; kxjxk , so a convex minorant
of fi(x) on [p; q] can also be obtained by replacing each nonlinear term xjxk (or −xjxk , respectively)
by its convex envelope on [pj; qj]  [pk; qk], i.e., by maxfpkxj + pjxk − pjpk; qkxj + qjxk − qjqkg
(−minfqkxj + pjxk − pjqk ; pkxj + qjxk − qjpkg, respectively).
Aside from convex relaxation which is easy to obtain, but not always ecient, several other relax-
ations have been proposed: Lagrange relaxation, reformulation-convexication (RC), and semidef-
inite programming (SDP) relaxation. In these relaxations, one assumes that all the constraints are
quadratic, which is innocuous because if M =[p; q] and X \M = fx j xTai6i; i=1; : : : ; rg then the
constraint x 2 X \M , is equivalent to
(xTai − i)(xj − pj)60
(xTai − i)(qj − xj)60
)
(i = 1; : : : ; r; j = 1; : : : ; n): (9)
By writing system (9) as fi(x)60 (i = m + 1; : : : ; N ), the Lagrangian of problem (4) is L(x; u) =
f0(x) +
PN
i=1 uifi(x). It is well known that  (u)  inf x2Rn L(x; u)6fM for every u>0, hence
supu>0  (u)6f

M and since it can easily be seen that  (u) = −1 if L(x; u) is nonconvex in x,
one has
LR(M) = sup
u>0: L(x; u) is convex in x
inf
x2Rn
L(x; u)6fM :
Taking account of (7) it can be proved that this bound equals
max
(
t

 
Q0 c0
cT0 d0 − t
!
+ u1
 
Q1 c1
cT1 d1
!
+   + uN
 
QN cN
cTN dN
!
< 0; u>0
)
; (10)
where for any symmetric n n matrix Q the notation Q< 0 means that Q is positive semidenite.
Note that if Q0; Q1; : : : ; QN are symmetric n  n matrices, then an inequality of the form Q(x) 
Q0 +
PN
j=1 xjQj< 0, referred to as a linear matrix inequality, is actually a convex inequality, since
fx jQ(x)< 0g=Ty2Rn fx jyTQ(x)y>0g. Therefore, (10) is a convex program, called a semidenite
program (SDP).
Introducing new variables wjk = xjxk and substituting wjk for xjxk in the expanded form of fi(x)
we can write (4) as
minfL0(x; w) jLi(x; w)60 (i = 1; : : : ; N ); wjk = xjxk (j; k = 1; : : : ; n)g; (11)
where Li(x; w) are ane functions of (x; w). Therefore, a lower bound of (4) is also given by
RL(M) = minfL0(x; w) jLi(x; w)60; i = 1; : : : ; Ng
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(reformulation-linearization relaxation). If we denote by W the n n matrix with elements wjk then
the condition wjk = xjxk , i.e., W = xxT is equivalent to
W < xxT; tr(W − xxT)60;
where the rst inequality is convex and the second reverse convex. Using this observation more
rened SDP relaxations have been proposed in the literature. The increasing interest in SDP relax-
ations is motivated by the fact that more and more ecient interior point methods can be developed
for solving large-scale SDPs.
The above relaxation methods can be extended to polynomial programs
minfP0(x) jPi(x)60 (i = 1; : : : ; m); x 2 X g;
where all Pi (i=0; 1; : : : ; m) are polynomials. It should be noted, however, that a polynomial program
is actually a d.i. optimization problem since each polynomial is the dierence of two polynomials
with positive coecients. Therefore, polynomial programs can also be solved by the above-mentioned
(polyblock approximation) method of monotonic optimization.
2.4. Global optimization approaches to discrete problems
Discrete (or combinatorial) optimization problems, that is, problems with a discrete feasible domain
and=or a discrete domain objective function, model a large spectrum of applications in computer
science, operations research and engineering.
Solution methods for discrete optimization problems can be classied into combinatorial and con-
tinuous approaches. A typical combinatorial approach generates a sequence of states, which represent
a partial solution, drawn from a discrete nite set. Continuous approaches for solving discrete opti-
mization problems are based on dierent equivalent characterizations in a continuous space. These
characterizations include equivalent continuous formulations, or continuous relaxations (including
semidenite programming), that is, embeddings of the discrete domain in a larger continuous space.
There are many ways to formulate discrete problems as equivalent continuous problems or to
embed the discrete feasible domain in a larger continuous space (relaxation). The surprising variety
of continuous approaches reveal interesting theoretical properties which can be explored to develop
new algorithms for computing (sub)optimal solutions to discrete optimization problems.
2.4.1. Equivalence of mixed integer programming and LCP
The simplest nonconvex constraints are the 0{1 integer constraints. Integer constraints are equiva-
lent to continuous nonconvex constraints. For example, z 2 f0; 1g , z+w=1, z>0, w>0, zw=0 or
in another approach z 2 f0; 1g , z− z2 = z(1− z)=0. Therefore, it seems that there is no signicant
dierence between discrete and continuous optimization. However, there is a considerable dierence
(in terms of problem complexity) between convex and nonconvex optimization problems. Next, we
show that the mixed integer feasibility problem is equivalent to the complementarity problem. The
complementarity conditions which are present in optimality conditions reveal deep connections with
discrete optimization.
We consider the general linear complementarity problem (LCP) of nding a vector x 2 Rn such
that
Mx + q>0; x>0; xTMx + qTx = 0;
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(or proving that such an x does not exist) where M is an n  n rational matrix and q 2 Rn is
a rational vector. For given data M and q, the problem is generally denoted by LCP(M; q). The
LCP unies a number of important problems in operations research. In particular, it generalizes the
primal{dual linear programming problem, convex quadratic programming, and bimatrix games.
For the general matrix M , where S = fx jMx + q>0; x>0g can be bounded or unbounded, the
LCP can always be solved by solving a specic 0{1, linear, mixed-integer problem with n zero-one
variables. Consider the following mixed 0{1 integer problem (MIP):
max
;y; z

s:t: 06My + q6e − z;
>0; 06y6z;
z 2 f0; 1gn;
where e 2 Rl is the vector of all 1’s. Let (; y; z) be any optimal solution of (MIP). If > 0,
then x = y= solves the LCP. If in the optimal solution  = 0, then the LCP has no solution.
In fact, every feasible point (; y; z) of (MIP), with > 0, corresponds to a solution of LCP (see
[10]).
On the other hand, the mixed integer feasibility problem can be formulated as an LCP. Given
matrices Ann; Bnl and a vector b 2 Rn with rational entries, the mixed integer feasibility problem
is to nd (x; z), such that x 2 Rn; x>0; z 2 f0; 1gl that satisfy Ax + Bz = b.
The condition zi 2 f0; 1g is equivalent to
zi + wi = 1; zi>0; wi>0; ziwi = 0:
With this transformation zi is a continuous variable and for each zi a new continuous variable wi is
introduced. In addition, let s; t 2 Rn be such that
s= Ax + Bz − b>0; t =−Ax − Bz + b>0:
The only way for these two inequalities to be satised is to have s = t = 0, which implies that
Ax + Bz = b. Then, the mixed integer feasibility problem can be reduced to the problem of nding
a solution of the LCP: Find v; y such that
v>0; y>0; vTy = 0; v=My + q;
where
y =
0
B@
z
x

1
CA ; v=
0
B@
w
s
t
1
CA ; M =
0
B@
−I 0 0
B A 0
−B −A 0
1
CA ; q=
0
B@
e
b
−b
1
CA ;
where  2 Rn.
2.4.2. Satisability problems
The satisability problem (SAT) is central in mathematical logic, computing theory, and many
industrial application problems (see [3]). Problems in computer vision, VLSI design, databases,
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automated reasoning, computer-aided design and manufacturing, involve the solution of instances
of the satisability problem. Furthermore, SAT is the basic problem in computational complexity.
Developing ecient exact algorithms and heuristics for satisability problems can lead to general
approaches for solving combinatorial optimization problems.
Let C1;C2; : : : ;Cn be n clauses, involving m Boolean variables x1; x2; : : : ; xm, which can take on
only the values true or false (1 or 0). Dene clause i to be
Ci =
mi_
j=1
lij;
where the literals lij 2 fxi; xi j i = 1; : : : ; mg, and xi is the negation of xi.
In the Satisability Problem in Conjuctive Normal Form (CNF)
F(x) 
n^
i=1
Ci =
n^
i=1
0
@ mi_
j=1
lij
1
A ;
one is to determine the assignment of truth values to the m variables that satisfy all n clauses.
Given a CNF formula F(x) from f0; 1gm to f0; 1g with n clauses C1; : : : ; Cn, we dene a real func-
tion f(y) from Rm to R that transforms the SAT problem into an unconstrained global optimization
problem. Next we describe two dierent global optimization approaches.
Nondierentiable unconstrained global optimization:
min
y2Rm
f(y);
where
f(y) =
nX
i=1
ci(y):
A clause function ci(y) is a product of m literal functions qij(yj) (j = 1; : : : ; m):
ci =
mY
j=1
qij(yj);
where
qij(yj) =
8>><
>>:
jyj − 1j if literal xj is in clause Ci;
jyj + 1j if literal xj is in clause Ci;
1 if neither xj nor xj is in Ci:
The correspondence between x and y is dened as follows (for i = 1; : : : ; m):
xi =
8>><
>>:
1 if yi = 1;
0 if yi =−1;
undened otherwise:
Clearly, F(x) is true if and only if f(y) = 0 on the corresponding y 2 f−1; 1gm.
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Polynomial unconstrained global optimization:
min
y2Rm
f(y)
where
f(y) =
nX
i=1
ci(y):
A clause function ci(y) is a product of m literal functions qij(yj) (j = 1; : : : ; m):
ci =
mY
j=1
qij(yj);
where
qij(yj) =
8>><
>>:
(yj − 1)2p if xj is in clause Ci;
(yj + 1)2p if xj is in clause Ci;
1 if neither xj nor xj is in Ci;
where p is a positive integer.
The correspondence between x and y is dened as follows (for i = 1; : : : ; m):
xi =
8>><
>>:
1 if yi = 1;
0 if yi =−1;
undened otherwise:
Clearly, F(x) is true if and only if f(y) = 0 on the corresponding y 2 f−1; 1gm.
These models transform the SAT problem from a discrete, constrained decision problem into
an unconstrained global optimization problem. A good property of the transformation is that these
models establish a correspondence between the global minimum points of the objective function and
the solutions of the original SAT problem. A CNF F(x) is true if and only if f(y) takes the global
minimum value 0.
2.4.3. Minimax optimization
In recent years, new powerful techniques for minimax global optimization problems gave birth
to new approaches for studying dicult combinatorial optimization problems [5]. Classical minimax
theory initiated by Von Neumann, together with duality and saddle point analysis, has played a
critical role in optimization, game theory and best approximation. However, minimax appears in a
very wide area of disciplines. Recently, continuous minimax theory has been applied in many diverse
problems such as Steiner trees, network ow, combinatorial group testing, and other combinatorial
problems. The famous Gilbert and Pollak conjecture about Steiner trees was resolved using a new
continuous minimax approach.
This new approach, based on a nontrivial new minimax result, was introduced in Du and Hwang’s
proof of the Steiner tree conjecture [4]. The center part of this approach is a new theorem about the
following minimax problem:
global min
x2X

max
i2I
fi(x)

;
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where X is a convex region X in n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn, I is a nite index set, and
fi(x)’s are continuous functions over X .
A subset Z of X is called an extreme subset of X if
x; y 2 X;
x + (1− )y 2 Z for some 0<< 1;
)
) x; y 2 Z:
With this denition, the Du{Hwang result can be stated as follows: Let g(x)=maxi2I fi(x). If every
fi(x) is a concave function, then the minimum value of g(x) over the polytope X is achieved at
some point x satisfying the following condition:
There exists an extreme subset Z of X such that x 2 Z and the set I(x) ( fi j g(x)=fi(x)g)
is maximal over Z .
In addition, the following continuous version has been recently proved: Let f(x; y) be a continuous
function on X  Y where X is a polytope in Rm and Y is a compact set in Rn. Let g(x) =
maxy2Y f(x; y). If f(x; y) is concave with respect to x, then the minimum value of g(x) over X is
achieved at some point x^ satisfying the following condition:
There exists an extreme subset Z of X such that x^ 2 Z and the set I(x^) ( fy j g(x^)=f(x^; y)g)
is maximal over Z .
As an example of how these results can be applied to combinatorial optimization problems, we
mention the problem of packing circles in a square. What is the maximum radius of n equal circles
that can be packed into a unit square? This problem is equivalent to the following: How should n
points be arranged into a unit square such that the minimum distance between them is greatest? Let
x1; x2; : : : ; xn be the n points. We can write the second problem in the following form:
min
xi2[0;1][0;1]
max
16i<j6n
−kxi − xjk:
For xed i and j; kxi − xjk is clearly a convex function. Thus, the above result of Du and Hwang
can be applied to it. New results have been obtained by using the above minimax formulation (see
[16]).
2.5. General continuous optimization
The most challenging optimization problem is that of nding the global minimum (or maximum)
of a continuous function f(x) over a compact convex set S Rn. Despite its diculty, this problem
started to be investigated by a number of authors from the early 1970s. However, most methods
in this period dealt with unconstrained minimization of smooth functions and were able to handle
only problems of just one or two dimensions. Attempts to solve constrained problems of higher
dimensions by deterministic methods have begun only in recent years.
To make the problem tractable, some further assumption, aside from continuity, is necessary. A
quite common assumption is that the objective function f(x) as well as the constraint functions
gi(x)60 (i = 1; : : : ; m), dening the feasible set S satisfy a Lipschitz condition. A comprehensive
review of Lipschitz optimization can be found in [9], where the best known methods for univariate
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as well as multivariate problems are discussed and compared experimentally. Note that if K is the
Lipschitz constant of f(x) then for any n-simplex M and any arbitrarily chosen xM 2 M one has
f(x)>f(xM )−Kkx− xMk. Hence the ane function ’M (x) that agrees with  (x)  f(xM )−Kkx−
xMk at every vertex of M is an ane minorant of f(x) on M satisfying supx2M [f(x)−’M (x)]! 0 as
diamM ! 0. Assuming for simplicity that S is a box, one can then solve the Lipschitz optimization
problem by a simplicial branch and bound method in which a lower bound of fM  minff(x) j x 2
Mg is computed by solving the relaxed linear problem minf’M (x) j x 2 M\Sg. A similar rectangular
branch and bound method is applicable when the function f(x) is separable.
As mentioned earlier, the core of a global optimization problem is the subproblem of transcending
local optimality, namely: given a local minimum x, nd a better feasible solution (i.e., escape
from this local minimum), or show that x is a global minimum. In the so-called modied function
approaches, this subproblem is solved by replacing the original function with a properly modied
function such that a local search procedure, started from x and applied to the modied function
will lead to a lower minimum, if there is one. However, a modied function satisfying the required
conditions is very dicult to construct. In its two typical versions, this modied function (a tunneling
function or a lled function) depends on parameters whose correct values, in many cases, can be
determined only by trial and error. In a more recent method (TRUST, terminal repeller unconstrained
subenergy tunneling [6]), the modied function combines two concepts, subenergy tunneling and
non-Lipschitz terminal repeller, so as to transform the current local minimum of f(x) into a global
maximum while preserving all lower local minima. Thus, when gradient descent is applied to this
modied function, the new system escapes the current local minimum to a lower valley of f(x)
with a lower local minimum. Benchmark results reported in [6] show that this method is faster
and more accurate than previously reported techniques, although its successful implementation still
heavily depends on the appropriate setting of parameters.
Another approach to continuous global optimization consists in generating a set of paths such that
at least one global minimum is known a priori to lie on one of these paths. In most cases these
paths are solution trajectories to ordinary dierential equations of rst or second order. For a review
of trajectory methods that implement this multistart path following strategy, see [9]. A numerical
implementation of an extended continuous Newton method, together with some experimental results,
are described in [9] as well.
In contrast to modied function methods and trajectory methods which consider mostly uncon-
strained problems, the so-called relief indicator method [20] deals with continuous constrained global
optimization. Using the fact already mentioned that any closed set in Rn is the solution set of a d.c.
inequality, it is shown in [20] that the subproblem of transcending an incumbent x with f( x) = 
can be reduced to a concave minimization problem of the form minft − kxk2 j h(; x)6tg, where
h(; x) is some convex function in x whose subdierential can be easily computed in most cases of
interest. The last property, together with the fact h(; x)6h(0x) for 06, allow the problem to be
solved either by outer approximation, or branch and bound or by a combination of both.
Experience has shown that for solving continuous optimization problems with little information
available on the mathematical structure, branch and bound is usually the best approach. In the interval
methods [9] based on branch and bound, bounds are obtained from an interval arithmetical evaluation
of the functions involved, so that the solution data (minimizers, optimal value) is included in boxes
at any stage of the algorithm. These techniques, rst developed for unconstrained optimization, have
been extended to constrained optimization, with a benecial use of recent progress on subdivision
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strategies. One of the obvious advantages of the interval approach is that interval arithmetic provides
a tool for estimating and automatically controlling all kinds of errors, especially rounding errors,
truncation errors, etc.
3. Stochastic approaches
As mentioned in Section 2.5, the most challenging global optimization problems are problems
without any known structure that can be used, so-called black-box optimization problems. In other
words, the problem is to globally minimize (say) a continuous function f over a compact set
S Rn. Stochastic methods, i.e., methods for which the outcome is random, are particularly suited
for problems that possess no known structure that can be exploited. These methods generally require
little or no additional assumptions on the optimization problem, at the expense of at most being able
to provide a probabilistic convergence guarantee.
The three main classes of stochastic methods are: two-phase methods, random search methods, and
random function methods. We will briey review each of those classes, and discuss recent develop-
ments for algorithms in these three classes. We conclude with a brief description of metaheuristics
for global optimization.
3.1. Two-phase methods
Two-phase methods consist of a global phase, in which the function is evaluated in a number of
randomly sampled points in the feasible region, and a local phase, in which these sample points are
manipulated, e.g., by means of local searches, to yield a candidate global optimum.
3.1.1. Multistart and its traditional variants
Most two-phase methods can be viewed as variants of the so-called Multistart algorithm. The
global phase of this algorithm consists of generating a sample of points from a uniform distribution
over the feasible region S. In the local phase a local search procedure is applied to each of these
points, yielding various local optima. The best local optimum found is the resulting estimate of the
global optimum. These methods are most successful for problems with relatively few local optima,
and enough structure that ecient local search algorithms exist.
The global phase, without adding any local searches, is called the Pure Random Search (PRS)
algorithm. The sequence of record values (i.e., the sequence of best function values) generated by this
algorithm converges with probability one to the global optimum value. This fundamental results lies
at the basis of asymptotic convergence results for many stochastic methods for global optimization.
For example, it is easy to see that this result implies asymptotic convergence with probability one
to the global optimum for the Multistart algorithm.
Many variants of the Multistart algorithm have been proposed to increase its eciency | in
particular by attempting to nd each local optimum only once. Examples are clustering methods,
which try to identify the dierent regions of attraction of the local optima, and start a local search
only from a single point in each (estimated) region of attraction. Unfortunately, these methods
often cannot be shown to be convergent. The Multi-Level Single-Linkage (MLSL) algorithm [9]
is a method which combines the computational eciency of clustering methods with the theoretical
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virtues of Mutlistart. The local search procedure is applied to every sample point, except if there is
another sample point within some judiciously chosen critical distance with a better function value.
The key is to choose the critical distance in such a way that the method converges with minimal
eort. For the large class of global optimization problems possessing only a nite number of local
optima, a critical distance (as a function of the iteration number) was derived in such a way that
(i) the total number of local searches started by the algorithm is nite with probability one, and
(ii) any local optimum will be found within a nite number of iterations with probability one.
Recently, it has been shown that the assumptions underlying the MLSL algorithm can be relaxed
while retaining the same theoretical properties.
3.1.2. Random Linkage
A major limitation of the MLSL method is that the theoretical results only hold if starting a
local search from a point that is near the boundary of the feasible region is disallowed. This can
be signicant in higher dimensions, where almost all sample points are near the boundary of the
feasible region. Another disadvantage is the fact that the complete sample of candidate points needs
to be stored for the duration of the algorithm, since the algorithm may revise an initial decision not
to start a local search from a given sample point in a later stage.
The class of Random Linkage algorithms, introduced in [15], overcomes both these disadvantages.
The algorithms proceed by, in each iteration, sampling a single point from the uniform distribution
over S. Then, a local search is started from that point with a probability depending on the distance
to the closet point with better objective function value. For the case of global minimization, the
algorithm then reads:
Random Linkage
Step 0: Set k = 0.
Step 1: Sample a single point Xk+1 from the uniform distribution over S.
Step 2: Start a local search from Xk+1 with probability
pk(k(Xk+1))
with
k(x)  maxfkx − Xjk: j = 1; : : : ; k; f(Xj)<f(x)g:
Step 3: Increment k and return to Step 1.
Here fpkg is a family of nondecreasing acceptance probability functions with pk(0) = 0 and
pk(x)61 for all x> 0. This class of algorithms includes PRS and Multistart, and can be chosen
to approximate MLSL. Conditions on the class of acceptance probability functions so that the total
number of local searches applied is nite, while retaining asymptotic convergence to the global
optimum, can be derived. Note that the property of MLSL that any local optimum is found within
a nite number of iterations with probability one is not shared by Random Linkage. However, this
can be viewed as an advantage rather than a disadvantage since the only local optimum that we are
really interested in nding is the global one!
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3.2. Random search methods
The class of random search methods consists of algorithms which generate a sequence of points
in the feasible region following some prespecied probability distribution, or sequence of probability
distributions. These algorithms are very exible, in that they can even be applied to ill-structured
problems for which no ecient local search procedures exist. In addition, they can be very successful
in the early stages of studying a class of (practical) problems, before investing time in studying and
exploiting the structural properties of the class of problems under consideration.
The most basic algorithm from this class is the PRS algorithm mentioned in the previous sec-
tion. More sophisticated methods adaptively update the distribution from which a sample point is
generated, based on the observed sample points.
3.2.1. Adaptive search methods
On a conceptual level, various Adaptive Search algorithms have been introduced. These algo-
rithms are conceptual in the sense that no ecient implementation exists as yet. However, the
theoretical results that can be obtained for these algorithms are interesting in their own right, and
they have inspired new, or provided theoretical support for existing, practical approaches to global
optimization.
The rst algorithm from this class is Pure Adaptive Search (PAS). It diers from PRS only by
forcing improvement in each iteration. In particular, each iteration point is generated from the level
set corresponding to the previous iteration point. This conceptually simple modication of PRS has
the property that the number of iteration points needed to approximate the global optimum increases
only linearly in the dimension of the problem (for the class of Lipschitz global optimization problems
over a convex domain, see [21]), as opposed to the exponentially increasing number of iteration
points needed by PRS. Recently, it was shown that it even suces to approximate the uniform
distribution over the improving level set in each iteration, thereby showing that the complexity
of PAS is only marginally worse (by a factor equal to the dimension of the problem) than the
complexity of generating an approximately uniformly distributed point in a given set.
A related class of algorithms is simply called Adaptive Search. In these algorithms points are
sampled from the entire feasible region in each iteration, but the distribution from which they are
sampled changes adaptively. This class of algorithms has been shown to inspire ecient simulated
annealing algorithms (which in fact is a random search algorithm itself, but will be discussed in
Section 3.4 on metaheuristics). Another variant of PAS is called Hesitant Adaptive Search. This con-
ceptual algorithm has been introduced as a theoretical analyzable approximation of Pure Localization
Search. This algorithm is, in spirit, a randomized analogue of the Piyavskii{Shubert algorithm and
its higher dimensional extensions, and in itself is an attempt at nding an eciently implementable
approximation of PAS.
The basic idea behind localization search algorithms is to avoid the dicult problem in PAS of
generating an iteration point from the improving level set. As an approximation, a point is generated
uniformly from a superset of the improving level set, where this superset has the desirable property
that a uniformly distributed point in that set can be eciently generated. The challenge is of course
to nd a close enough approximation of the level set while retaining computational eciency of the
sampling step.
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3.3. Random function methods
An interesting alternative for the above methods is the random function approach. In the random
function approach the objective function f is assumed to be a sample path of an a priori dened
stochastic process, which is dened as a probability distribution on a class of functions. Then any
question which can be asked about f can just as readily be asked about its random counterpart.
For example, the stochastic process implicitly denes probability distributions of various interesting
quantities, such as the number of local optima, and the joint distribution of the location and function
value of the global optimum, or the size of its region of attraction. The, often irreconcilable, dilemma
in this approach is that, on the one hand, an a priori stochastic process should be specied which is
consistent with known properties of f, such as, for example, continuity or dierentiability. On the
other hand, the process should be mathematically tractable.
The random function approach has proven quite unsuccessful in solving traditional global opti-
mization problems, where it is unable to compete with deterministic methods, or conceptually simpler
stochastic methods. One of the reasons is that the determination of the next candidate point to eval-
uate is itself a global optimization problem, and as such dicult to solve. However, it has recently
been shown (see [12]) that the method can quite successfully be applied to global optimization prob-
lems where the evaluation of the objective function is very expensive. This is frequently the case
in industrial design problems, where the objective function value is often the result of an extensive
and expensive simulation. The main problem with the stochastic method mentioned above does not
apply here, since the global optimization problem that needs to be solved to nd the next iteration
point, although dicult, is much easier than a single objective function evaluation.
As mentioned above, an important choice to be made in the random function approach is the
stochastic process used. Such a stochastic process is mainly characterized by a correlation function
between the function values at each pair of points in the feasible region. Often, this covariance
function is of the form
R(x1; x2) = exp(−d(x1; x2));
where d is a distance function. Common choices are
d(x1; x2) =− 12kx1 − x2k2;
d(x1; x2) =−kx1 − x2k:
Flexibility can be added to this by choosing
d(x1; x2) =−
nX
i=1
ijx1i − x2i jpi ;
where i>0 are scaling parameters, and pi 2 [1; 2] are smoothness parameters (see [12]). Suitable
values of these parameters are estimated during the course of the algorithm. The next iteration point
is chosen by globally maximizing the expected improvement over the current record value that will
be made in the next iteration. Finally, a validation scheme is suggested to test the suitability of the
chosen stochastic process. A failure of this test indicates that the optimization problem (in particular,
the objective function) should be transformed to yield better performance of the algorithm.
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3.4. Metaheuristics
Metaheuristics are methods that are often based on processes observed in physics or biology. Such
heuristics have proven very successful in the last one or two decades in solving hard combinatorial
optimization problems. With the exception of simulated annealing, their application to global opti-
mization problems is fairly limited. In the next sections we will discuss three main categories of
metaheuristics: simulated annealing, tabu search, and genetic algorithms.
3.4.1. Simulated annealing
Simulated annealing is a random search technique that avoids getting trapped in local minima by
accepting, in addition to transitions corresponding to an improvement in objective function value,
also transitions corresponding to a worse objective function value. The latter is done in a limited way
by means of a probabilistic acceptance criterion, such that the probability of accepting a deterioration
decreasing as the algorithm progresses. The deteriorations make it possible to move away from local
optima. This method originated from an analogy with the physical annealing process of nding
low-energy states of a solid in a heat bath. The advantage of simulated annealing is that it is very
easily implementable, robust, and applicable to a very general class of global optimization problems.
The simulated annealing algorithm, applied to a minimization problem, reads:
Simulated Annealing
Step 0: Choose X0 2 S and T0 2 R+, and set k = 0 and y0 = f(X0).
Step 1: Generate a point x according to some distribution R(Xk; ) on S.
Step 2: With probability
min(1; e(f(Xk )−f(x))=Tk )
set Xk+1 = x. Otherwise, set Xk+1 = Xk .
Step 3: Choose Tk+1, increment k and return to Step 1.
The most challenging aspect of simulated annealing has been to theoretically support the proposed
algorithms by providing an asymptotic convergence guarantee. A necessary condition for convergence
of a simulated annealing algorithm is that the cooling schedule in Step 3 converges to zero. We can
distinguish between deterministic cooling schedules, where the value of Tk+1 depends on k only, and
adaptive cooling schedules, where the value of Tk+1 is random and depends on the iteration points
generated so far by the algorithm. The choice for a particular cooling schedule is dicult issue, and
should be problem dependent.
The Hide-and-Seek algorithm (see [19]) was the rst simulated annealing algorithm for global
optimization for which asymptotic convergence was proven formally. The rst general result can be
found in [1], where convergence with probability one to the global optimum is proved under very
mild conditions on the cooling schedule, for simulated annealing algorithms where the candidate point
generator has global reach, i.e., any subset of the feasible region with positive Lebesgue measure can
be reached with positive probability from any iteration point. More recently, signicant contributions
have been reported in [14], where conditions under which simulated annealing algorithms that do
not exhibit global reach converge to the global optimum are derived.
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Although much progress has been made, the main problem remains that it is often very dicult
to choose the parameter values of a particular simulated annealing algorithm in such a way that
convergence can be guaranteed, even if sucient conditions for convergence exists. A main challenge
is thus to make the sucient conditions more explicit for given algorithms and problems instances.
3.4.2. Tabu search
The tabu search technique has been very successfully applied to combinatorial optimization prob-
lems (see [7]). It was basically designed as a deterministic algorithm, but can easily be randomized,
and thereby be viewed as an algorithm related to simulated annealing. The idea is that, the set of
all candidate solutions that can be generated in a given iteration, should not only depend on the
current iteration point, but should be modied by excluding a subset of candidate solutions that are
tabu (taboo). The denition of which candidate solutions are tabu depends on moves that have been
made between recent iteration points.
There are relatively few examples of applications of this method to continuous optimization prob-
lem. A notable exception is [2], where successful experimental results are reported on a set of widely
used global optimization test problems.
Although it has computationally proven successful, the major disadvantage of the tabu search
technique (both for combinatorial and continuous optimization) remains the lack of convergence
results. The main challenge in this area is therefore to address this issue, thereby lifting the status
of this technique from a purely heuristic one to an algorithm that will eventually reach the global
optimum solution.
3.4.3. Genetic algorithm
Genetic algorithms are based on the idea of survival of the ttest that is observed in nature. In an
optimization setting, a population of candidate points is manipulated by means of selection, crossover,
and mutation operators. In the selection phase, certain members of the population are identied that
will generate ospring. The crossover operator is applied to a pair of selected population members
to create ospring, and the mutation operator is used as a slight modication of this ospring, or of
remaining members of the population (see [8]).
Like the class of simulated annealing algorithms, this class of algorithms originated as a technique
applied to combinatorial optimization algorithms. Application of this technique to continuous opti-
mization problem is relatively limited. A major unresolved issue is how to encode feasible solutions.
A straightforward generalization of the genetic algorithms for discrete optimization would call for a
binary encoding of solutions. However, recent results suggest that the traditional real encoding may
be superior to a binary encoding.
As for tabu search methods, the main challenge in this area is to provide some kind of convergence
guarantee. Until that time, genetic algorithms will remain heuristics for solving global optimization
problems.
4. Concluding remarks
In this paper we have described the state of the art and recent trends and development in certain
areas of global optimization. We have shown examples of classes of global optimization problems
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for which the structure can successfully be exploited to yield ecient solution techniques. We have
also shown that the idea of solving binary or mixed-integer programming problems as continuous
global optimization problems is quite promising. Finally, we have reviewed stochastic methods for
global optimization, which should mainly be applied to ill-structured problems or problems that do
not exhibit any known structure, indicated some recent developments, and identied their major
shortcomings and issues for future research.
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